Finding Freedom in Your Weaving – Weave as if There are No Rules
Recently, I was asked to put together a program on “Saori-style Weaving” for a local weavers guild. During this time
of COVID, I was unable to meet with the group in person or conduct the planned hands-on workshop. So, I decided
to use this “virtual” opportunity to pull together my thoughts about what it means to me to weave without rules or
restrictions. In other words, to “be bold and adventurous” with my weaving. The latter is one of the four slogans* or
principles of Saori Weaving, as developed by Misao Jo in Osaka, Japan. According to these principles, “We do not
only weave cloth – We weave our true self.” And the best part – “There are no rules or restrictions. No mistakes.”
The stated objective of our weaving is to “make one-of-a-kind pieces that can’t be found anywhere else in the
world”.
Great sentiments, but what do these precepts mean to the average weaver like me? I asked myself if – in my
experience – weaving is “either, or”? In other words, do I have to choose between being a traditional weaver or a
free-spirited, Saori weaver? I decided, most assuredly not! As a result, I came up with the following description of
levels of creativity and self-expression in weaving that I – and maybe you – have experienced. During my weaving
adventure, I have been inspired by the Saori weaver and teacher, Terri Bibby (Saori Salt Spring) and by the more
traditional, but endlessly creative master weaver, Jane Stafford (Jane Stafford Textiles) – both from Salt Spring Island
in British Columbia, Canada.
My advice to you, dear weaver – take these thoughts and examples and “be bold and adventurous”!

Freestyle (Freeform) Weaving
Level
(simplest to most different)
Start with a pattern for a specific project from
book or magazine (e.g., scarf, placemats)

Freestyle Approach
Change warp or weft yarn fibers, colors, but
keep structure and pattern as written

Traditional Approach
Warp and weave
exactly as written

Two Shadowweave pattern prayer shawls designed by Sarah Jackson

My version -- -- heavier
cotton threads and
ribbon
Woven as written, using 12 gauge
bamboo, different colors

Original pattern – 8/2 tencel

Level

Freestyle Approach

Start with a pattern for a
specific project

Traditional Approach

Weave with same warp structure and yarns, but play with
color and design in weft

Warp and weave exactly as
written

Original tea towel pattern (twill structure) by Jane Stafford –
original colors of 2/8 cotton warp and weft on left. I played with
colors of 2/8 cotton and stripe sequences in all three towel sets.

Level

Freestyle Approach

Start with a pattern for
a specific project

Weave with same structure and yarns, but repurpose
fabric for a different use (e.g., tea towels to tunic top)

Traditional Approach
Warp and weave exactly as written
for originally intended project

Odd-sized tea towels from original project were sewed together to make a “tea towel tunic”!

Level
Start with a weave structure
(e.g., type of twill, lace, shadow
weave threading)

Freestyle Approach

Traditional Approach

Weave fabric; decide later how to use the resulting
cloth (cut to shape for garment; maybe combine pieces
of different fabric for finished product)

Design with a project in mind –
warp and weave to specific
dimensions

Original cloth (various silk/wool yarns) –
before wet finishing

Two tops made of pieces cut from original cloth after wet finishing, then hand sewed. Crocheted
edge added to first top.

Level

“Saori-style” weaving (experiment with fibers,
textures, colors in “random” fashion within one
piece of fabric)

Freestyle Approach
Based on “plain weave” warp
structure
No pre-determined weft pattern or
overall structure
No specific final use in mind while
weaving – cloth decides what it
wants to be
No worries about selvedges,
woven-in ends, draw in
The more color, texture, variety in
materials, the better! Random
patterns
Emphasis on play and creative
expression – No mistakes!

\

Experiment with fibers, textures, colors, weaving techniques in
“random” fashion within one piece of fabric. The more color, texture,
variety in materials, the better!
•
•
•
•
•

Many of the “pattern” techniques used in “Saori-style” weaving are the
same as for tapestry weaving
Embrace “errors” in threading as design elements
Great way to use yarns in your stash or to use leftover bobbins from other
projects!

Traditional Approach
Many different options for warp
threading
Fabric generally constructed with
one overall weft structure
Specific use (dimensions, etc.)
Strict attention to selvedges,
weaving in weft ends, straight
edges
Pre-determined warp and weft
yarns, colors – attention to pattern
repeats
Focus on technique, precision

*

Four Slogans of Saori Weaving:
•
Consider the differences between a machine and a human being (create cloth that could not be created by a machine)
•
Be bold and adventurous
•
Look out through eyes that shine (find inspiration in everyday things)
•
Inspire one another, and everyone in the group
SAORI: Self-Innovation Through Free Weaving
Misao Jo & Kenzo Jo, 2012

